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Benefits of 
Solar for All Schools

In Batesville, Arkansas, 
the district used energy savings 
to pay for teachers’ raises of up 

to $15,000 per year.

In New York City, 
high school students can gain 
solar job training and install 
solar on their own schools. 

In Illinois, 
teachers at hundreds of schools 
statewide are being trained to 
integrate solar energy into the 

classroom. 

Our national network of 
Clean Energy School Leaders 
is supporting other schools 
in accessing the benefits of 

clean energy.

In Santa Barbara, California, 
six solar-powered microgrids 
will ensure energy reliability 
at schools and saves millions 

in energy costs.

Electrifying Learning
On-site solar installations 
offer hands-on, real-world 

STEM learning. 
From K-12th grade, live solar 
data can be integrated into 
science, math, or economics 

lessons.

Job Training
By installing solar, schools 
support local employment 
and create career training 

opportunities for students. 
Between 2014-2019, solar 

employment increased 44%, five 
times faster than job growth in 

the overall U.S. economy.2 

Healthy People & Planet
Switching to solar reduces fossil 

fuel pollution and protects the 
health of people and the planet. 

Cleaner air would reduce the 
13 million school absences in 
the U.S. per year caused by 

childhood asthma.3 

Energy Cost Savings
Energy is the second largest 

expense for U.S. schools.1 
Solar can help schools reduce 
and stabilize energy costs and 
reinvest the savings into other 

school priorities.

Energy Resilience
Solar with battery storage provide 
backup power during grid outages. 
Resilient schools prevent classroom 

disruptions and convert into 
emergency community shelters 

during natural disasters.

Clean Energy Leadership
Schools that go solar have a 

ripple effect in their communities 
and can motivate other schools 

to make the switch. 
School staff, students, families, and 
neighbors are empowered to make 

clean energy choices at home.
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